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Attention All Club Members
A thoughtful Treat for your Daimler Enthusiast!

We have supplies of “D” Key Rings and our Daimler & Lanchester Owners Club in N.Z. 
Custom Grille or Bumper Badge.

As you will see from the photo the Badge has been reproduced using our original Die but 
cast in a lighter Alloy (originally Brass), with a Chrome and Blue Enamelled Centre section 
as opposed to the earlier Resin insert.

The unit cost, including postage is
• $6.60 for the Key Ring 
• $55.00 for the Grille/Bumper Badge.

Please forward your requirements and cheque to:-
DLOC in NZ 
Peter Mackie
PO Box 8446
Havelock North 4157
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Well we have survived another winter; few runs will have been slightly wet around the 
country I am sure, mid-winter lunches and dinners held.  One thing we notice is fewer 
members coming on runs over the cooler months, what would entice you out?

The thoughts of spring and summer around the corner, this was realised, when the WOF 
reminders arrived for the V8 and the Century, they fall a few days apart.  Good news both 
the V8 and Century passed.  The 104 waits for a mechanic to visit with his mate to weld 
up the head, his excuse, and bad flu for a month.  He has been seen now and visited, he 
checked out Morty, the new 104.  Morty was sinking into the front lawn during the wet 
weather, but a ‘temporary’ structure, being built for him and a certain V8 restoration 
project on the front lawn, which include 1.5 cubic metres of scoria to sit on.  So far posts 
are in, and Morty winched back into position off the wet ground and no sinking yet.  The 
Regency has now been at my mechanic shed for 17 months, so much for the Christmas 
project…which year?

Thank you to approx. one fifth of the members responding to the 2019 AGM survey 
so far, we will continue the planning work for the weekend.  Remember North Island 
members, we will subsidise a $100 off the cost, to assist with travel costs.  We have been 
in discussions with the Daimler Enthusiast Club and the Spares club; we expect to fit in a 
visit to the Spares Club.  While it would be nice to have as many Daimlers in attendance 
as possible but we understand if you fly down for the weekend.

Other gossip:

Had a plumber come fix a leaking shower, and ended up renovating the other bathroom, 
so busy painting the walls in between work and writing this ;-)  I am sure that was the 
easiest sale he has had.  So goodbye 70’s Avocado bath and shower, looking very white 
at present.

My 2019 calendar has been filling up, a wedding to attend (and no it doesn’t fall on a 
weekend of a car show).  Trip to Christchurch for the AGM, overseas trip, and of course 
the car shows at the being of the year.  Might even get time to drive a Daimler or three.  
They seem to have been tucked up this winter more than usual.

Your National Exec will be holding a meeting around now, is there anything you want 
considered or mentioned.

Martin

From the Driver’s Seat ...
A Message from your National President
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Editor’s Epistle ....

Welcome to the month’s new members.

• Donald Thompson of Napier has a 1964 Daimler V8 owned for 33 years.
• Keith Jepsen of Masterton has recently purchased a Daimler Century well known 

to the club, Precious owners include our late past president and Life member Ed 
Hayhoe, Clive Butler and more recently Pat Malloy.

• David Anson and Jenny Easton also from Napier, have a 1969 V8250.

Included in this magazine is a letter from Dr. Gerry Gillard on the subject of electric 
vehicles.  It expels some of the myths of these efficient and reliable cars.  My son and 
his partner have a Nissan Leaf, for the last 2 years.  It does a round trip of 60 kms per 
day, charges overnight, has excellent performance and the only repair has been a recent 
replacement coolant pump......  Hmmm, can’t argue with that!

Recent projects here have been overhauling friends Garry and Pam’s V8, chasing engine 
parts for my Reliant Regal interrupted by cutting down trees and house painting etc.  
Cars are in all order for summer motoring and enjoyment.

We welcome daylight saving, but not so the greedy government tax take on petrol!  I 
guess, just take a little more thought as to when and where we travel! 

Drive safely,
Mike

WONDERFUL DEFINITIONS – HOW TRUE !!!

Doctor: A person who kills your ills by pills, and kills you by bills.
School: A place where Papa pays and Son plays.
Life Insurance: A contract that keeps you poor all your life so that you can die Rich.
Nurse: A person who wakes u up to give you sleeping pills.
Marriage: It’s an agreement in which a man loses his bachelor degree and a woman 

gains her masters.
Tears: The hydraulic force by which masculine willpower is defeated by 

feminine waterpower.
Lecture:	 An	art	of	transferring	information	from	the	notes	of	the	Lecturer	to	the	

notes of the students without passing through “the minds of either”.
Conference:	 The	confusion	of	one	man	multiplied	by	the	number	present.
Compromise: The art of dividing a cake in such a way that everybody believes he got 

the biggest piece.
Dictionary: A place where success comes before work.

(Continued on page 28)
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Auckland-Waikato BoP Amblings
Hampton Downs
Our August event was a drive approx. 
40 mins south of Auckland to Hampton 
Downs, since the new owner has 
been in place, more development has 
taken place, go karts and a café with 
views of the Toyota Racing team build 
workshop.

The Alvis and Volvo clubs invited 
we ended up with 21 people in 
attendance, with a leisurely drive from 
our favourite southern starting point of 
Papakura Service Centre, the majority 
started off with Paul and friend joining 
us at Hampton Downs.  The majority of 
the members had pre-ordered lunch 
at their request based on the numbers 
and I think we may have overworked 
the chef, with some of the normal 
trade, but once meals started flowing, 
all was well.  Also the café has a few 
race cars to view and racing simulators 
for hire.

The main reason for this outing was 
the Bruce McLaren Heritage Centre across the car park, where we were met by one of the 
3 volunteers, it is open Friday to Sunday and by request.  The collection of the McLaren’s 
Austin 7 that Bruce learnt to drive in, and many Can Am cars that were raced at the 
time.  With other cars of interest, books and displays of Bruce’s career.  Going upstairs, 
everyone was invited to sit in the sofa from the race team, it looked in good nick until 3 
dodgy looking characters sat down.

I think the Auckland members then enjoyed a relatively good drive back to Auckland 
before the later traffic built up and caused delays.  The Volvo360 driven by my kids 
behaved well and was passed by some hoon in a BRG V8……….he knows who he is.

Thanks to one of our new committee members, Sandra for organising this event.
Martin

Auckland members patiently await their meal...

Round the Bazaars ...
Daimlers on the Run
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Clive’s Workshop Day
Twenty people turned up on the day from the Alvis and Daimler Clubs and enjoyed a 
friendly chat over tea and coffee with a goodly supply of biscuits all courtesy of our host 
Clive.

First announced in 1938, the Smiths Electric Car clock was fitted to MK 1, 2, 4, 5 and 
7, 8, 9, XK, E-type Jaguars.  The Clocks were also fitted to the V8 Daimlers, Alvis TA14 and 
3 Litre models.  There accuracy was similar to wind up alarm clock of the 1960’s.  In the 
Daimler and Jaguar Manuals there was printed in bold type, words to the effect that 
if the battery had been disconnected, then the clock must be restarted.  The reason 
for this was that these clocks were not self-starting and that if they were left in that 
condition the contacts would be electrically be eroded and fail.  To restart the clock 
you would push in the time setting knob, this operates a switch and in turn energizes 
an electromagnet which pulls the rotating balance wheel against the balance spring.  
When knob is released after setting the hands for the correct time, the armature will be 
accelerated from the action of the balance spring, setting the clock into motion.  This 
balance wheel slowly builds up its oscillations until it rotates up to 540 degrees, achieving 
5 beats per second.  There is a small post mounted on the balance wheel which forms a 
contact with another fixed contact energizing the electromagnet by giving the balance 
wheel a push every time it passes it.  The movement of the balance wheel is converted 
into rotary motion by an escapement, which is a specially toothed wheel that is allowed 
to turn one tooth at a time.

So it is easy to see why the most clocks failed after 5 years, about the lifetime of a 
battery in those days.  Some clocks were killed off when the owners had their battery 
polarity changed from positive to negative earth, the suppresser diode being incinerated 
and shorting, causing a large current to flow, burning out the balance spring.

There are 5 ways a clock can be made run again they are:
1. A clock repairer (if he has the spares) can rebuild the clock to original condition and 

vulnerabilities.  £350 pounds UK
2. .The Hillman Club in Australia produced an article using a transistor to reduce the 

current and the sparking through the points, hence lengthening the clock’s life.  DIY
3. An article from the internet offering a kit that completely replaces the points, giving 

a much extended life time of the clock.
4. Ebay has some “new” clocks, I have sent off an email for more information.
5. Bryan’s clock features are:

• My clock uses the original drive train (gears) but not the solenoid or the balance 
wheel and contacts.

• It uses a small stepper motor from a camera, which is crystal controlled to drive 
the clock.

• It starts automatically when the power is applied.
• Then time is set by the original knob.
• The other clocks do not claim that they are crystal controlled, in fact the first 3 

mentioned above rely on the original balance wheel for timing.
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Clock Development History
I started this project 6 years ago when I wanted get the clock going in my Daimler V8.  
I would not like to count the number of different clock circuits I built, but it probably 
exceeds 10 or so.

At first I opted for an external boxed circuitry, because the limited space inside the 
clock.  I also tried retaining the original balance wheel and electromagnet.  From the 
start I realized that the clock must be reasonably accurate as all clocks are these days 
because in the modern world, people are not used to resetting clocks and it would be 
soon ignored.

After many years of trying to get the balance wheel to synchronize with crystal, I 
heeded my father’s advice “IF IS TOO HARD, YOU’RE DOING IT THE WRONG WAY”.  
While I was still employed by the University I acquired experience in surface mounted 
technology.  This allowed me the move the circuitry inside the clock housing and this 
was a big advantage because of the number of connections required to crystal control 
the clock.

The next problem was the driving of the clock gears and hands, I soon found that 
I could not use the original electromagnet because it took up too much room.  The 
balance wheel and escapement could not be used because it interfered with driving of 
the clock.  Reluctantly I installed a stepper motor, which takes up a cubic cm in volume.  
The motor has tiny terminals that require 40 gauge wire soldered to them (about the 
thickness of a human hair) a daunting prospect on a shaky hand day.

The technical issues 
were still not completely 
resolved, the new clock 
although more accurate 
consumed more current 
than the original and this 
required further work to 
reduce it to around 12 mA.  
I installed the first clock in 
my Alvis, where it still ticks 
loudly to this very day.

Next, we were invited 
to view Clive’s beautiful 
car collection, a Daimler 
V8, numerous BSA’s, an 
Alvis 12-40, an Alvis TA21 
and an Alvis Graber.  
Seats were sat in, steering wheels held, and much smiling ensued and so ended a very 
interesting morning.

Clive arranged a booking for lunch at the café Hawthorn Dean, a house from the 
colonial times displaying all the graces and charms of yesteryear.  Seventeen people 
decided lunch was a good idea, which provided a perfect ending for a great day.
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Manawatu Meanderings
July 15th was our mid-year dinner, this time at the Dannevirke Citizens & Services Club.  
We had a good turnout of members and enjoyed a hearty meal.  Several members 
stayed on to enjoy a Country and Western concert afterwards.  Garry and Pam McGhie 
invited us to call on them in Woodville on the homeward journey for a cuppa and chat.

Thank you Garry and Pam, and of course, Laurence and Vivienne for organizing the 
day.

Wednesday 15th of August 10 Pin Bowling.  We had a great turnout for our mid-week 
outing.  This is a fun activity for the young or not-so-young alike.  The management 
have all manner of aids for those who may not be able to handle the heavy balls, or 
are impaired in any way, they even cater for wheelchairs!  Anyway, we had 3 lanes to 
ourselves, and with each ball sent down the alley, we eagerly awaited the results on the 
electronic displays for all to see.  Much ribbing and banter is all part of the atmosphere, 
at the end of the day, the satisfaction is in the participation rather than winning or losing.  
Afternoon tea at a local cafe concluded another successful day out.

The 26th of August was Daffodil Day, and throughout the country, branches of the 
Vintage Car Club organized runs and displays.  Our Manawatu branch held a display at 
the Feilding Coach House, attracting a terrific variety of vehicles, dating from 1904.  A 
number of members attended but just a couple of Daimlers, an interesting day for a 
worthy cause.

On Sunday the 16th of September, our newest member, Glendys (we stole her from the Jag 
Club!), organized a mystery run.  We set off from the Feilding station taking in some of the 
Manawatu and Rangitikei country roads, many of which we had never travelled before.
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They really were a picture, new spring growth, new lambs enjoying the sunny weather.  
The instructions were easy to follow, everyone got to our Apiti destination without 
getting lost, for our meal at the local Tavern.  There was a little delay due to a power 
issue (this happens in the country), but no one minded.  It gave us some chat time before 
eating and also gave us an opportunity to scrutinize Brian’s recent XJ40 acquisition.  
Most of us returned via the picturesque Pohangina valley road.

Thanks Glendys for an interesting day out.
Mike King

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Otago Outings
The day dawned fine, although a bit chilly for our rally to Mosgiel and Wals Nursery and 
Restaurant, on Bush Road.  Our happy band of members sat down to various culinary 
delights for brunch.  We then had a discussion on our next outing to North View, 
East Taieri, which has a stunning garden and we hope to have a much warmer day in 
November.  Nice to catch up with everyone and hear their news.  Some of us wandered 
round the plants and trees for sale in the nursery and made some nice purchases before 
heading home.

Dianne Henderson
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Timelines Copies of full articles can be scanned, emailed or posted on request.

October 1988
TWO OUTSTANDING CARS
The Daimler Conquest/Century series appears to be perhaps the one car that escaped the 
rising tide of values over the years.

Announced in spring of 1953, the Conquest might have been considered simply ‘badge 
engineering’ as the bodyshell was the same as the 1950 Lanchester 14.  The Daimler, however, 
possessed a totally different and new engine.  Its 2433 cc, 6-cylinder engine, developing 75 
bhp at 4000 rpm was somewhat larger than the Lanchester’s 4-cylinder 1968 cc.

The Conquest featured a four-speed pre-selector gearbox, separate chassis with ‘U’ section, 
half-eliptic springs on the rear suspension with the front suspension comprising laminated 
torsion bars, looking not unlike a pair of straight springs.  The chassis lubrication was fully 
automatic with oil being pumped around from the engine.  Hydro-mechanical brakes were 
fitted.

The more powerful Century (100 bhp) joined the Conquest in 1954.  The increased power 
was achieved by a new light alloy head increasing compression ratio, modified valve timing 
and size, and twin SU carburettors replacing the Conquest’s single zenith.  This entailed a new 
inlet manifold.  The Century was capable of 90 mph and had a 0–60 time of 17 seconds.

There were many detailed changes for the Century although both cars looked very similar 
from the outside.  These included chrome strips around the front and rear windows and on 
either side of the bootlid handle, a modified rear seat position giving 4” more rear legroom, 
and better front seats.  Being a more powerful car, the Century needed bigger brakes.  To 
accommodate the larger drums, different wheels, with a smoother inward curve, had to be 
fitted.

Production of both the Conquest and Century continued until 1957 with a facelift in 1955.  
The facelift included changing 
the instrument face colour from 
white to black, a redesigned 
facia, different rear light lenses 
and armrests, plus other detail 
modifications which were 
introduced gradually.

The option for Borg-Warner 
automatic transmission arrived in 
late 1956 and 1957.  Originally it had 
been decided to use the Hobbs 
fully automatic transmission, but 
a board room rumpus which 
resulted in Sir Bernard Docker 
departing, changed that decision.

Timelines ...
Items of interest from past magazines ...
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In 1955, six specially modified Conquests were used in pairs as sound/camera cars at 
outside broadcasts.  The reason for using the Conquests for this purpose was the smooth ride 
given by the pre-selector gearbox.

Interestingly the Century enjoyed a short but exciting career in saloon car racing during 
the fifties, circulating Silverstone quickly enough to worry the all-conquering Mk VII Jaguars!

Only 4,000 of each of these Daimlers were ever produced although today very few, in 
comparison, appear in Club registers or at Club outings.

November 1988
ELECTRICALLY ECCENTRIC

“The reason the poms drink warm beer is because they have Lucas fridges. . . . .”
This slogan emblazoned across the T-shirt of a gentleman engaged in perusing the acres of 
rusty junk purveyed by dusty persons with sunburnt necks at last year’s Bendigo swap, was 
causing him considerable distress, as all and sundry stopped him to enquire as to its origin.

Joseph Lucas.... “Prince of Darkness”
Is another, somewhat more common slogan, particularly among owners of old British 

motorbikes.  These and other such scurrilous soubriquets, some of which are quite unprintable, 
are from time to time heaped upon the shoulders of Joseph Lucas Limited of Birmingham.  
This is really quite unfair and displays a basic inability to comprehend the simple principles of 
a motor vehicle’s electrical system.

Forget all that nonsense about magnetic fields and the flow of electrons along a conductor, 
for it is just that .... nonsense – a myth put about by auto-electricians to support their lavish 
lifestyle at your expense.  The reality is smoke!  When you think about it, it all becomes 
startlingly obvious – smoke makes all electrical things function.  If the smoke escapes, the 
component stops working.  For example: the last time you had to grovel under your car to 
replace the starter motor, didn’t it start smoking before it ceased working?  Of course!

The wiring loom in your car carries smoke from one device to another, pumped around the 
system by the dynamo, and when a wire springs a leak it lets all the smoke out and everything 
stops.  The starter motor requires lots of smoke to work proper1y, so it has a very thick wire 
going to it.

The battery stores up lots of smoke dissolved in the battery acid which is why they were 
once called accumulators, until it became apparent that we unwashed home mechanics 
would twig to the secret.  Naturally, if you try to dissolve too much smoke in your battery it 
will escape through those little holes in the top – this is why those new-fangled batteries with 
sealed tops explode when they get too much smoke in them.

But with regard to Joseph Lucas and his wrongfully sullied reputation – why is he so 
maligned?  Why are Lucas components more likely to leak smoke than, say Bosch or Marelli?  
Because Lucas is British and British things always leak.  British engines leak oil; British sports cars 
leak rain; British hydrolastic units leak fluid; and British Governments leak military secrets.  So, 
naturally, British electrical components leak smoke!

October 1998
THE POWER OF DESIGN
(Excerpt from “Sovereign Australia”)

Jaguar’s Chief Engineer David Szczupak talks to Michael Scarlett about the all-new high 
technology V8 for the stunningly beautiful XK-8.

All Jaguar engines have been milestones at their launch.  Not surprisingly, you may say, given 
the appearance of just four since 1948, when the classic XK straight six made its debut.  Engines 
for most owners are the unseen machinery under the bonnet and are taken for granted.  
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Jaguar engines are still recognised by even less mechanically minded customers as a key part 
of a great Jaguar package.  More than a few American owners of XK-powered cars puzzled 
their neighbours in the 50’s and 60’s by dragging friends to some imported car to show off 
what lay beneath the hood; anyone new to the sight of chat lovely polished pair of camshaft 
covers usually then understood an owner’s enthusiasm.

After the XK came the V12, in 1971 – a delight to this day with its fantastic, unrivalled 
smoothness.  The AJ6 arrived in 1983, the luxury saloon market’s first production four-valves-
per-cylinder engine, and its successor the AJ16, in 1994.

Now we have the AJ-V8 (as before, AJ stands for Advanced Jaguar) which claims a 
formidable clutch of best-in-class achievements.  David Szczupak lists them as:

• Highest specific power of 72.5 horsepower per litre, and highest specific torque both at 
1,500 rpm and maximum power.

• Lightest engine in class, at just over 440 lb, 90 lb lighter than AJ16.
• With the new ZF 5-speed automatic, stiffest powertrain – a main key to Jaguar refinement.
• Highest power-to-weight and power-to volume ratios – a new parameter, vital for better 

crash safety.
• Lightest valve gear with a single valve assembly weighing just under 3½ ounces (100 

grams) – another aid to quietness.
• Most efficient cooling system enabling the engine to achieve full running temperature in 

only four minutes from cold starting – essential for lowering exhaust emissions as well as 
even better driveability.

• Lowest service costs, in fuel consumption and lifetime service charges which need no 
technical justification.

The all-new 86 mm bore and 
stroke 3,996 cc four camshaft, four-
valves-per cylinder V8 is undeniably a 
technical gem and, it exhibits, mostly 
out of sight under its all aluminium-
alloy castings, an impressive assembly 
of the clever and the sound in design 
and manufacture.  Creating something 
this good is a challenge even to a rare 
company like Jaguar, which prospers 
on its hard-won laurels in the luxury 
car market.

On top of competing with old 
rivals, and new ones from the Orient, 
Jaguar listened to its customers.  As 
David Szczupak explains:  “Before 
we started the concept design, we 
surveyed customers and potential 

customers in our largest markets – the USA, the UK, Germany and Japan – and asked many 
questions about current desires and what people wanted in the future.

“The first requirement was for performance and refinement expressed as that desire to 
squeeze the accelerator pedal and feel the car surging forward with ease and·quietness.  We 
recognised that customers would continue to demand high standards of quality, reliability 
and durability.  Cost of ownership was also going to be an important issue.

“What international competitors might do would always be important but it is our job 
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at Whitley – the engineering design and development centre – to satisfy customers, not to 
follow the competition; we must deliver what customers really want.

“From the customer surveys, we defined a clear message for everyone involved.  What we 
had to deliver was defined power expressed as a blend of performance feel with excellent low 
and mid-range torque to give acceleration without strain, combined with a quiet but pleasing 
sound.”

The foundation of the engine’s refinement is a strong, stiff cylinder block:  The main part 
of the AKJ-V8 block ends at a face level with the middle of the crankshaft’s main bearings, like 
most traditional V8s.

Instead of the part below being a pressed steel oil pan, which contributes virtually nothing 
to stiffness, Jaguar uses another casting which forms the caps to the main bearings – reinforced 
with case iron castings to minimise thermal expansion of the bearing housings – a bridge-like 
bed-place, the full width of the crankcase.  Bolted to the underside of this is another structural 
part, the cast sump.

Replacing individual main bearing caps and a thin pressed steel sump with such extra 
castings in effect makes the cylinder block structurally much deeper, which like a chick branch 
of a tree instead of a thin one allows the block to bear much higher internal loads and stresses 
without vibrating.  This is important in any engine design intended to be quiet and smooth, 
and even more so when the designer demands high power.

To achieve the excellent 290 bhp at 6,100 rpm peak power, engineers have adopted 
electronically controlled, hydraulically activated two-stage inlet camshaft timing.  In the 
average engine a compromise is biased cowards delivering good mid-range pull and enough 
peak horsepower.  In a sporting car, especially competition cars, the valve timing is biased to 
give high power.

With two-stage timing of the inlet valves, good low speed torque and·maximum power 
at high crankshaft speed is doubly achieved.  Turning the camshaft relative to its low-speed, 
high torque position so that it opens and shuts the inlet valves earlier is largely what enables 
the AJ-V8 to deliver a minimum of 80% of its 290 lbft peak torque between 1,400 and 6,400 
rpm.  What is unusual, and which marks out this engine as one designed in the mid-90’s, is chat 
variable valve timing also helps exhaust emission control.

While the engine was developed under long-time Jaguar engineer Trevor Crisp, in overall 
charge of all powertrain operations, David Szczupak emphasises that credit for the AJ V8 goes 
to a team:  “Excellent people alone will not achieve a design.  Teamwork is an important part – 
designers, manufacturing engineers, suppliers, must all work together.

“We are fortunate in having a group of highly experienced engineers who designed, 
developed and evolved the V12, AJ6 and AJ16 engines.  Also since the 1980’s, we have been 
able to recruit a group of young, highly qualified and objective engineers.  The blend of this 
newer energy with established experience has been a great combination.

“Also in manufacturing, we have considerable experience in making sophisticated medium 
volume engines and Ford manufacturing staff’s great knowledge of starting new programmes 
with the latest manufacturing technology.”

Well before Ford could have thought of owning Jaguar, David Szczupak started the classic 
way as all engineers once did, as an apprentice, in his case with Ford.  While working for a 
turbocharger maker, he spent two years helping Penske Racing in the States with their Indy 
racing programme.  And he thinks that experience was a great help when he joined Jaguar 
11 years ago.

In the future he expects to see derivatives of the AJ-V8 which will deliver more power than 
a normally aspirated 4 litre can provide, and some more fuel efficient, smaller versions.
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Daimler & Alvis speedos with their 
integrated clocks.

Auckland visit to Bruce McLaren Motorsport 
Park.

Inspected the cars.

The circuit board fits into the clock case. 
Refer to Bryan Davis.

And were briefed by volunteers.

And invaded the sofa!
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Manawatu members enjoyed a mid-year dinner at Dannevirke (+8).

Peter Whitton dispatches his bowl to the 
pins.

Manawatu members enjoy the action at 
Bowlarama.

Pauline Goodliffe almost threw herself with 
the ball!

Daffodil day organised by VCC attracted a 
wide variety of vehicles at Feilding.
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From: Gerry Gillard
Subject: Electric vehicles

I have been prompted to write to you following an article in the Aug–Sept mag on “Electric 
Conversions and Classics”.  I could not believe the statement about CO2 emissions from 
making lithium batteries which I have reproduced below:

“Interestingly the Commission’s report confirms that the manufacture of lithium ion 
batteries does generate much higher CO2 emissions than building and using (my 
emphasis) fossil-fuelled vehicles.”

I did some internet research and found this article below.

https://ecotricity.co.nz/cradle-to-grave-emissions/
In particular, there are graphs in the article summarising the CO2 emissions for the total 
life of a fossil fuel car and an electric vehicle.  The graphs do include zero-emission 
electricity production but not, for example, the cost of finding, transporting and refining 
of fossil fuels and it is also not clear whether the graphs include the CO2 cost of making a 
petrol engine or an electric motor.  This data shows that the EV only produces 1/7

th of the 
CO2 compared with a fossil-fuelled car and contradicts the statement of that from the 
Productivity Commission.  I think the word “using” should not be included in the original 
statement.

Perhaps this letter could be included in the next mag.  Feel free to edit or to just use 
the data.

I particularly enjoyed the article on Gerald Nabarro in the last mag.

Regards
Dr Gerry Gillard, Ponsonby
Owner of a 1969 Daimler V8. 1961 MGA, 1972 Fiat Bambina AND a Nissan Leaf.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Mailbox .....

Paddy and Murphy are working on a building site.  Paddy says to Murphy, “I’m 
gonna	have	the	day	off.		I’m	gonna	pretend	I’m	mad!”
	 He	climbs	up	the	rafters,	hangs	upside	down	and	shouts,	“I’M	A	LIGHT	BULB!	..	
I’M	A	LIGHT	BULB!”		Murphy	watches	in	amazement!
 The Foreman shouts, “PADDY,	YOU’RE	MAD,	GO	HOME.”
 So he leaves the site.  Murphy starts packing his kit up to leave as well.
 “Where the hell are you going?” asks the Foreman.
	 “I	can’t	work	in	the	friggin’	dark!”	says	Murphy.
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Articles of Interest ...

Transporting troops stores and ammunition at Ypres.

Daimler lorry in Egyptian campaign.

MUNITIONS OF WAR
George H. Frost

(The Driving Member, August 2018, pp 26–31)

ExcErpts from munitions of War, thE rEcord of thE Work of thE B.s.a. and daimlEr companiEs 
during thE World War 1914–1918.

Commercial Vehicles
If evidence were needed of the 
magnitude of the efforts of the Daimler 
Company during the war it could have 
been obtained in the simplest and most 
impressive fashion by one visit to the 
zone of the British Armies in France.  From 
the time one landed at Boulogne, Havre, 
or any other port, Daimlers of every kind, 
type and age were to be found.  Ancient 
delivery vans, impressed at the outbreak 
of war, Omnibuses, Lorries, Landaulettes, Limousines, Touring Cars, some just new 
from the factories, others which had been hard at work since 1914, constantly forced 
themselves on the attention as much by their silence and sweet running as by the 
necessity of avoiding them in their speedy careers through the congested streets and 

roads.  Proceeding nearer the front one 
encountered the mammoth Daimler-
Foster Tractors, hauling huge howitzers 
and great guns to their emplacements, 
and still further on the famous Tanks, 
propelled by Daimler Engines and 
transmission gear, could be seen 
churning their way along or parked in 
fields awaiting orders for attack.

It was safe to assume that of the 
many Aeroplanes winging their way on 
patrol, scouting, or sighting expeditions, 
Daimlers were in a considerable 

proportion, either as complete machines or as important components.  Indeed of all the 
British motor factories whose products were in use by the British Armies and the Allies, the 
Daimler Company supplied by far the greatest number of chassis and components.  As a 
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The Daimler Three-Tonner suppllied to the War 
Department.

Loading up for the Front.

The Daimler Two-Tonner supplied to the War 
Department.

result of the enormous output of Daimler 
Chassis, Tractors and Tanks, thousands of 
drivers obtained experience or added to 
their previous knowledge of the Sleeve-
Valve Engines, and many came to regard 
their “buses” with admiration and even 
affection for the wonderful way in which 
the Daimler stood up to the most severe 
work and abnormal conditions.

One of the chief attractions of 
Daimler Lorries for the driver on active 
service was their extreme simplicity.  
The number of parts embodied in the 
engine is rather less than usual, so that 
the driver found time for attention to 
minor details and was not bothered by 
the frequent “big job” which was the lot 
of every driver of the ordinary poppet-
valve engine.  The “big job” referred to 
is that of partly dismantling the engine 
for carbon scraping, valve grinding and 
setting, spring renewals, etc.  The driver 
of a Daimler covers thousands and thousands of miles without this trouble and with no 
loss of power or flexibility.  In the chassis the flexible leather or composition couplings 
do not need lubrication and only call for an occasional inspection or tightening of the 
bolts.  The absence of separate torque members involves a minimum of lubrication and 
cleaning time.  There are no external pipes, gauges, indicators or pumps forming part 
of the engine lubrication system.  Oil has only to be poured into the crankcase filler and 
lubrication then takes care of itself.  These points naturally commended themselves 
to drivers and made for the most efficient maintenance of the lorries by reducing the 
number of parts that had to be regularly watched, cleaned, lubricated or adjusted.  In 
this connection it would have been possible to have quoted and given extracts from 

scores of letters written to the Daimler 
Company by drivers of Daimler lorries 
and cars on active service, testifying to 
their good qualities.  The following notice 
is only one of many similar tributes which 
have appeared in the press.  Mr. J.A.L. 
Gallard, Mining Editor of The Financial 
Times writing in The Mining Magazine, 
February, 1919, says: “One of the surprises 
at any rate to the writer, whose pre-
war motor experience was confined to 
touring cars was the way the sleeve-valve 
engine, when fitted to heavy vehicles, 
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The sketch by a Tommy of a Daimler hit by shrapnel.

Daimlers in Ostend 1914.

stood up to the hard work it was called 
upon to do in the war area.  The war has 
proved that with a good regular driver a 
sleeve-valve engine may be run for years 
without any serious trouble developing; 
although, of course, it is not desirable to 
keep any internal-combustion engine 
going for a long time without thorough 
decarbonizing and attention to the 
wearing parts.  I know a 30 cwt. sleeve-
valve engined lorry which was run daily 
for a couple of years (excepting on a few 
occasions, when springs or tyres had to be changed) and so far as I can remember the 
cylinders were never taken off during that period, though the heads were probably 
removed, and these, with the tops of the pistons, scraped.”

Mr. Gallard spent three years in the war area; after being on ambulance work, he was 
commissioned and given charge of an ambulance column.

At the outbreak of war the Daimler commercial chassis, by reason of the proved 
success of the Daimler Sleeve-Valve Engine, was rapidly becoming the most popular 
vehicle in public service.  In municipal usage, in the service of passenger-carrying 
companies and private traders, the increasing demand for Daimlers had encouraged 
the Daimler Company to lay themselves out for an ambitious programme during the 
year 1915, and arrangements had already been made for a steady output of some 50 
vehicles per week.  In August 1914 actually 25 to 30 vehicles were being produced, but 
the demands of the Government were so urgent that, by speeding up, the output was 
steadily increased until the original programme was more than realised and deliveries 
averaged 55 to 60 complete vehicles per week over a considerable period.  The majority 
of these vehicles were fitted with the War Office subsidy type body, with a carrying 
capacity of 2 tons, Daimler Sleeve-Valve Engines, 30 hp, 4 cylinders, and four-speed 
gearbox.  The Three Tonner, of which large numbers were also delivered, was fitted with 
a 40 hp, 4-cylinder Daimler engine and four-speed gearbox.  But in the early days of the 
war anything on wheels with motive power of its own was ruthlessly commandeered.  In 

the first weeks of the war no less than 60 
Daimler Commercial Vehicles of 2, 3, 4, 
and 5-ton carrying capacity awaiting 
delivery were impressed and despatched 
to Avonmouth for shipment as part of 
the transport service for the original 
expeditionary force.  Daimlers in 
private service all over the country were 
impressed by War Office officials and sent 
to the Coventry works to be overhauled 
and refitted, while omnibuses were 
taken off the London streets at the 
rate·of ten per week and sent to 
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One of the Marconi Wireless vans supplied by Daimler.

Coventry to be converted into plain high-sided open type wagon bodies.  No less than 
300 of these “buses” were dealt with.  The impressment of commercial vehicles in all 
directions naturally diverted an enormous quantity of traffic to the railways, and as the 
goods wagons were largely engaged in the carrying of vital munitions it was not long 
before they were congested and manufacturers were left to solve for themselves the 
difficulty of obtaining their raw materials.  To overcome the acuteness of the situation a 
Government exemption scheme was inaugurated in autumn 1915, whereby the actual 
requirers of commercial lorries were granted certificates for obtaining standard War 
Department vehicles for use on work of national importance.  From the following list 
of purchasers it will be seen that the Daimler Two-Tanners were prime favourites with 
the more important engineering and manufacturing concerns throughout the country.

Messrs. Lever Bros., Ltd., Port Sunlight.
Messrs. Bayliss, Jones & Bayliss, Ltd., Wolverhampton.
Messrs. Whitehaven Colliery Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Alfred Hickman, Ltd., Bilston.
Messrs. C. & L. Hill, Willenhall.
Messrs. Hotchkiss & Co.; Coventry.
Messrs. Electrode Co., Sheffield.
Messrs. Metro. Carriage, Waggon and Finance Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
Messrs. Sheffield Chemical Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Coventry.
Messrs. Barker & Allen, Ltd., Birmingham.
Messrs. The Steel Nut & Joseph Hampton, Ltd., Wednesbury.
Messrs. Galloways, Ltd., Manchester.
Messrs. Ewarts, Ltd., Dudley.
Messrs. Birmingham Metals & Munitions Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Harrison Blair & Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Robey & Co., Ltd., Lincoln.
Messrs. Cannon & Gaze, Ltd., Erith.
Messrs. Sterling Metals, Ltd., Coventry.
Messrs. The Coventry Metal & Iron Co., Ltd.
Messrs. Christopher Collins, Ltd., Birmingham. Farnworth.
And many others.
This exemption scheme was 

cancelled after a few months, and the 
steady supply of vehicles to the War 
Department was again proceeded 
with.  Some idea of the Government’s 
requirements of motor transport can 
be obtained from the fact that three 
months after the outbreak of war no 
less than 21 firms were delivering the 
whole of their output and were under 
orders to increase and accelerate 
delivery to the utmost.  An instance 
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The Daimler Workshop ready to move.

Two-Ton Delivery Vans built for Messrs. Lever Bros. 
Port Sunlight under the War Work Scheme.

of the extraordinary pressure put upon the Daimler organisation was the supplying of 
50 2-ton vehicles to a special War Office request received at the beginning of the first 
week in March, 1915.

This request was to the effect that it was absolutely essential that these vehicles 
should be delivered to a West Coast port by the following Saturday.  For five days, and five 
nights Daimler employees worked at terrific speed and at 6.30 a.m. on Saturday the last 
seven vehicles pulled out and rushed down to Avonmouth.  The urgency was accounted 
for by the fact, which may now be recorded, that these vehicles were required to make 
up the necessary transport of the Naval Marine force, which was sent to Gallipoli.  Official 
appreciation of the Daimler efforts was received in the following letter dated March 17th, 
1915:-

Gentlemen, I am directed to inform you that this Department very much appreciates the 
expeditious manner in which 50 2-ton machines were recently delivered by you to them, 
which enabled very urgent requirements to be met.  I am, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
For the Director of Supplies and Transport.

When it is remembered that the motor 
industry of Great Britain had for many 
years been dependent on Germany and 
other foreign countries for the supply of 
essential components of motor chassis, 
performances such as these can only be 
regarded as a little short of marvellous.  
As all the world knows the magnetos 
used in this country, with a few trifling 
exceptions, were of German manufacture, 
and no British maker produced 
magnetos in any quantity.  Indeed the 
very drawings of the magneto which accompanied the War Office subsidy specification 
for transport vehicles indicated the Bosch magneto.  It was an indefensible position for 
the Government, and nothing but the supply of American magnetos saved the situation 
until British firm could complete their organisation for quantity production.  Another 
difficulty which had to be overcome was the obtaining of steel road wheels in sufficient 
quantities for the intensive manufacturing programme of the Daimler Company, as 

before the war these had been supplied 
from Continental sources.  The Daimler 
Company arranged for completely 
producing their own, thus taking in their 
stride the creation of practically a new, 
though allied, industry.  The foundry was 
enlarged and wheels were cast, whilst 
a whole bay of the machine shop was 
equipped with special Bullard machines 
for turning and machining.  Facts such as 
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A Daimler travelling workshop in the transport lines.

Cars brought in the Heavy Repair Depot.

these cannot be too widely known, 
if only in common fairness to British 
manufacturers who have sunk 
money, plant, goodwill, everything, 
in their endeavours on behalf of the 
country, and to oust the Boche from 
his monopolies.

An interesting development 
in connection with the supply of 
lorries was the fitting up of a number 
of the Daimler 3-ton chassis as 
travelling workshops, one of which 
we illustrate.  The solid frame-sided 
lorry body with hinged doors and tail board is fitted with leg supports, so that when 
opened a considerable floor space is provided.  A 6in. lathe, a wet tool grinder, a small 
drill, a portable wooden bench carrying two vices, a portable forge, and a set of small 
tools complete the equipment.  These workshops were attached overseas to convoys 
of lorries, so that repairs could he executed on the spot.  Their value cannot be over-
estimated, and, in conjunction with special stores vans carrying supplies of Daimler 
parts, they enabled the Daimler convoys to keep a very high standard of maintenance 
throughout the war.

The demand for wireless telegraphy in the field led to the Marconi Wireless Telegraph 
Co. placing an order with the Daimler Co. for 18 commercial vehicle chassis, with special 
bodies and equipment designed for the installation of the Marconi instruments.  These 
vehicles, as our illustration shows, were a particularly neat job, and gave the greatest 
satisfaction on active service in the field.  The total output of commercial vehicles 
exceeded 4,000.
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Daimler lorries ready for delivery.
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Operation Christchurch 
 

    
 
 

Join Fellow DLOC members, with invitations to 
DLOC Spares, and Daimler Enthusiasts clubs 

Members       
 

National AGM   
and Mini Rally 

    Where  Quality Hotel Elms Christchurch  
When April 12 –14 2019 
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Auckland
October 28
Puhoi Market and Lunch
Meet Hootens Reserve, Oteha Valley Road, at 10am for 10:15 departure

November 24 or 25
Black Cottage Café
We are looking at dinner on Saturday night or brunch on Sunday, we will confirm by 
email.

For both of the above events please email dlocauckland@yahoo.co.nz or call Martin 
09-626-4868

January 2019
No run

February 10 2019
Ellerslie Intermarque Concour – “the Collectables”

March 3
Brit Euro Car show at Lloyd Ellsmore Park

Mar TBC
Branch AGM
TBC – Galaxy of Cars

April 12–14
National AGM and Mini Rally Christchurch
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Hawkes Bay
Sunday October 14
H.B. Branch is going with the British and European Car Club for a “Shed, Scenery and 
Seaside Saunter”, which will take us through the beautiful spring countryside to 
eventually arrive at Waimarama Beach for either fish and chips or a picnic lunch.

November
We will again join with the British and European club for their annual gymkhana event 
which is always a fun day out, and a great opportunity to let your competitive spirit 
reign!

Saturday December 1
The branch Christmas function.  Further details will be advised following the next 
committee meeting.

Hitting the Road ...
Daimler Events Diary
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Manawatu
October Wednesday 17
A visit to Waiouru, 10:30 am at the museum for a GUIDED Tour.  Lunch at the Home Fires 
Café, then into the Military Camp proper for a tour of the National Army Museum military 
vehicle collection.
Manawatu members will meet at Pauline Goodliffe’s at 8:00, from whence we will car 
pool to Waiouru.
Hawkes Bay members are also car pooling.  Refer to Mike Boyce for details.
Waikato and Auckland members are most welcome to join us as well.
Let Mike know how many are coming (to assist Museum staff).
Cost is $25 per head.

November 11
Christmas dinner at the ever popular Castle in Wanganui, numbers required please.  
Further details to be advised.

December 16
End-of-year BBQ, our hosts are Peter and Charmayne Whitton.  Bring a salad or dessert 
plus a gift of your gender to a value of no more than $10.

2019
January13
Summer picnic at Kiriwhakapapa Reserve in the Wairarapa (near Mt Bruce).

January 27
Dannevirke Wheels With Attitude.

February 9–10
Taihape-Gentle Annie-Hastings-Beechams weekend.  Details to follow.

February 10
Wellington British Car Day.

March 5
Branch AGM

March 10
Wheels on Windsor, Hastings.

April 12–14
National Rally Christchurch.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Otago
November 11
To North View, East Taieri, to visit a delightful garden and have lunch.  The cost will be 
$20 for entry into the gardens and lunch which includes main, desert and coffee, tea and 
Juice.  We will be able to eat inside or outside if the weather is suitable.  Further details 
can be had from Kaye Wingfield, telephone 03-476-2323.  All members welcome to join 
us, if you wish.
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Members are welcome to use this space free of charge.
Forward details to Mike King before 10th of the month of publication.

Name Badges
These are available from Waikato BOP Branch. Cost is $21 each, contact Paul Edginton, 
pledginton@gmail.com.

Wanted
Wheel trim as per photo (left) for Daimler Super 8, 
2000 model. Number MNC6240 BA or BB.
Wheel trim as per photo (right) for Daimler XJ40/
XJ81 1993/4. Number CCC6818.

Contact brianwolfsbauer@gmail.com, 06-368-8906 or Mike King.

For Sale
2007 Super Eight Daimler 44,000 km.
Absolutely immaculate.  This is the late John Penman’s car.  It was his wish that it remain 
in the Daimler Club, photo in centrefold.  Suggested price, $25,000.
Please direct all enquiries to John Powell, 021-799-759.

Daimler Conquest motor and transmission, have had running in rolling car, with 
many other usable parts.  $350.
Late Series 2 XJ6 4.2 motor and auto transmission understood to have been running 
when removed from car.  $250.
Phone Tony Liddell, 06-329-2552 evenings.

Personalised plates “S2XJ6L”.
New Series 2 fuel changeover switch.
New series 2 overdrive switch.
Jaguar leaper small, 13mm OA length.
Jaguar leaper large, 20mm OA length.
Daimler Conquest-Century handbook in excellent condition.
Daimer Conquest-Century service manual in excellent condition.
Contact Mike 06-357-1237 or mwking45nz@hotmail.com.

Borg-Warner auto transmission type M12, from a XJ Series 2(?) Double-Six.  Was told it 
was in excellent condition.  Offers around $300.
Set of 4 pepperpot alloys (20 holes) with Daimler centre caps.  They have old tyres on 
them which are no good but the alloys are in reasonable condition and should be fine 
for a WOF although they have been outside for a while and could do with a clean-up.  

Members’ Market ...
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Offers around $80.  The items are currently in Lower Hutt, but I could also deliver up the 
Kapiti Coast between Mana and Otaki any time.
Contact nevillewatkin@gmail.co, phone 022-671-1897.

Conference Room: A place where everybody talks, no-body listens and everybody disagrees 
later on.

Father: A banker provided by nature.
Boss: Someone who is early when you are late and late when you are early.
Politician:	 One	who	shakes	your	hand	before	elections	and	your	Confidence	after.
Classics:	 Books,	which	people	praise,	but	do	not	read.
Smile: A curve that can set a lot of things straight.
Office:	 A	place	where	you	can	relax	after	your	strenuous	home	life.
Yawn:	 The	only	time	some	married	men	ever	get	to	open	their	mouths.
Etc.: A sign to make others believe that you know more than you actually do.
Committee: Individuals who can do nothing individually and sit to decide that 

nothing can be done together.
Experience: The name men give to their mistakes.

DEFINITIONS (Continued from page 3)



DAIMLER & LANCHESTER OWNERS’ CLUB    BRANCH DIRECTORY

AUCKLAND BRANCH
President Bryan Davis, 28 Shackleton Road My Eden 09 630 5172
 bg.davis@gmail.com 
Vice President Christopher Wilson, 26 Alexander Ave, Torbay 09 473 8498 
 camwilson@xtra.co.nz
Secretary Martin Walker, 460 Blockhouse Bay Rd 09 626 4868, 027 666 1880
 marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz
Treasurer Wayne Duncan, 44 Grotto St, Onehunga 09 555 3669
 dunczone@gmail.com
Club Captain Stephen Boyle, 29 Bannerman Road, Wesstern Springs, AK 09 846 7397
Committee Ken Walker, Owen Jonkers, Sandra Grace
National Delegate Martin Walker, marttinwalker@xtra.co.nz

WAIKATO/BAY OF PLENTY BRANCH ..... in Recess

HAWKE’S BAY BRANCH
President Colin Campbell, 1008 Reka Street, Hastings 4122 06 878 5969
Secretary/Club Captain Robyn Boyce, 3 Northwood Ave, Hastings 4120 06 878 9071
 randmboyce@xtra.co.nz
Treasurer Peter Mackie, peter.mackie@slingshot.co.nz 06 877 4766
Past President Vaughan Cooper
Patron Maurice Jolly
Committee Vaughan Cooper, Mike Boyce, Margaret Duncan, Shane Clements
National Delegate Peter Mackie

MANAWATU BRANCH
President Pauline Goodliffe, 194 Green Road, Awahuri, Palmerston North 06 323 7081
Secretary/Treasurer Ian Hodgkinson, 7 Lyndale Place, Palmerston North 06 357 2073
 hodgkinson@xtra.co.nz
Club Captain Mike King, 21 Millar Street, Palmerston North 06 357 1237
 mwking45nz@hotmail.com
Committee Des Symons, Hilton Zachan, Brian Wolfsbauer, Peter Whitton,
 Glendys Bird, Laurance Ferguson
National Delegate Mike King, mwking45nz@hotmail.com 06 357 1237

OTAGO BRANCH
President Ken Whyte, Woodlawn,145 Coast Rd, RD1 Waikouaiti 9471 03 482 2727
Secretary Dianne Henderson, 535 Palmerston-Dunback Rd, RD3,
 Palmerston 9483, dianne.guiding@gmail.com 03 465 2056
Treasurer Kaye Wingfield, 7 Pioneer Cres, Helensburgh, Dunedin 9010 03 476 2323
 wingiewk@xtra.co.nz
Club Captain Oliver Harman, 42 Thomas Street, Waikouaiti 021 0279 2325
Committee Winston Wingfield
Past President Geoffrey Anderson
National Delegate Winston Wingfield, wingiewk@xtra.co.nz




